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ANURAN larval stages ofteri provide valuable infornlation on the relation- 
ships of the species. Orton, (1957), indeed, has proposed a classification of 
Crogs based on the type of tadpole. At present, however, little or nothing is 
known of the life histories of many species oE frogs, especially in the large 
Neotropical Sauna. Because of this gap in the knowledge of anuran life 
histories, special effort was made to secure tadpoles of every species possible 
during a three-month collecting trip in the summer of 1957, in Mtxico and 
Central America. This paper ljresents descriptions ol previously unknown 
tadpoles and additional information on certain others which were collected 
in Middle America in the course of the trip. In  addition, the tadpoles of 
Hyla zeteki Gaige, which were originally collected and briefly described 
by Dunn (1937), are illustrated and described more fully. Unless otherwise 
noted, the specimens are in the collection of the Museum of Zoology, 
University of Michigan (UMMZ); catalog nuinbers listed for each species 
refer to this collection. 
T h e  identification of larval stages is often a problem. I t  is difficult to 
associate tadpoles with adults collected in the same locality, at  the same 
time, especially in those species in which the non-breeding activities of the 
adults take place away from the breeding sites. Two techniques were there- 
fore employed to assure correct identification of the tadpoles. First, eggs ob- 
tained from breeding adults were hatched and the tadpoles reared. Second, 
when tadpoles of unknown parentage were obtained, part of each series was 
kept alive and sollie individuals raised through metamorphosis to identifi- 
able frogs. Other individuals from each series were preserved at various 
stages to associate the various tadpole and adult structures. T h e  live 
tadpoles were kept in one-pint plastic containers. Holes were punched in 
the covers which fitted tightly and prevented spilling. The  containers were 
enclosecl in terry-cloth sacks, made for this purpose, and kept wet, thus 
providing cooling by evaporation during hot parts of the trip. In this way 
living tadpoles were successfully transported the 4800 miles from Costa 
Rica to Michigan by truck with very few casualties. Even fornls froin 
mountain brooks survived the trip. 
Elevations were deternlined by means of a Taylor Auto-Altimeter 
which reads to 12,000 feet above sea level and is calibrated in 200-foot 
intervals. The  altimeter was checked frequently at known elevatioils anc1 
Eound to be quite reliable. 
In  the discussion which follows, ineasurellieilts refer to total lellgth 
from snout to tip of tail unless otherwise stated. The  total length of each 
species before nietamorphosis is given. This Inay be lllisleadi~lg for forms 
reared entirely in captivity because the tadpoles may be stunted by lack ol 
food or crowded conditions. However, the measurements have value as 
indicators of general size antl are therelore included. With tlie exceptioi~ 
of the centrolenids and Rhi~roplliynus, series of tadpoles including indi- 
viduals with well-developed hind legs were available for every species 
described. Each series was examined for o~ltogenetic changes in pigmenta- 
tion, mouthparts, and shape of body and tail, in order that comparable 
stages would be used for the descriptions. With the exceptions notetl, the 
tadpoles described are those which hat1 hind legs, but which clid not show 
any metamorphic changes of the mouthparts. These iildividuals were con- 
sidered mature, with characteristic pigmentation and body form as repre- 
sented in the available series. The  larval stages of Bufo valliccps described 
and nuinbered by Limbaugh and Volpe (1957) were studied to determine 
whether they could be applied to the tadpoles tlescribed in this paper, but 
it was decided that such application would be misleading because of differ- 
ences between B. ~~nl l iceps  and the other species in both absolute antl 
relative chro~lology of appearance and loss of various features. 
I an1 indebted to Inany pcople ant1 institutions for assistance in the 
various phases of this project. Dr. Aristides Paldcios, Director General of the 
Instituto Tropical de lnvestigaciones Cientificas, San Salvador, El Salvadoi-, 
most generously made available to us the facilities of the Institute. I-Ie aiicl 
liis staff made our stay there a pleasant and profitable one. Sr. Alejantlro 
Salazar very kindly provided as with nieals and living quarters on his 
coffee and cattle finca, Hacienda Ida Cun~plitla, near AtIatagalpa, Nicaragua. 
Jn Costa Rica, nieinbers of the staff ol the Instituto Interanlericano de 
Cikncias Agricolas at Turrialba, especially Dr. L. R. Holdridge and Sr. 
Gerardo Budowski, gave us valuable inforillation on local coilditions ant1 
the vegetation of the country, and n~ade  useful suggestions about possible 
collecting areas. Dr. Holdridge also made arrangements for us to stay at  
the American Cinchona Plantation on Volcin Pois. Sr. Jorge Pdrez, a 
student at  the institute, made several trips with us and introduced us to 
sonle good collecting areas. Also in Turrialba, Sr. Edilberto Camacho 
provided working space lor us at "La I-Iulera," an experimental rubber 
station of STICA (Servicio TCcilico I~~teraniericailo de Cooperaci6n 
Agricola). In  addition, he made arrangeillents for our visit to the STICA 
rubber station, "Los Diamantes," near Guipiles. Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Bartlett made our stay at Los Diamantes a niost pleasant one. T o  all of 
these people I wish to extend my sincere appreciation. 
I wish also to thank Thomas M. U~zell, Jr., and lily husband, Andrew 
Starrett, for their assistance in collecting the tadpoles and for their patience 
and cooperation in the care of the live animals during the long trip back 
to hifichigan. 
Finally, J a111 indebted. to Jay R4. Savage, Andrew Starrett, and Charles 
F. Walker for help during the preparation of the manuscript, for reading 
the ~llanuscript and offering many valuable suggestions. 
For loan of comparative material acknowledgment is macle to tlre 
:tuthorities in charge of the herpetological collections of the America11 
Museum of Natural History (ARINH), the University of Kansas RIuseum 
of Natural History (UKMNH), the Acaderny of Natural Science of Phila- 
clel~~liia (ANSP), and the United States National hluseuni (USNM). 
KHINOPHRYNIDAE 
K l ~ i ? z o ~ l i ~ ~ y ~ z ~ ~ ~  do)-snlis Duinkril and Kibron 
On June 26, a large series of tadpoles (UMMZ 118685) was collected 
l ro~n  muddy roadsitle puddles 2.5 miles west of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, 
Mbxico. Two distinct size-classes are represented. The larger tadpoles are 
between 40 and 50 mm. in length and are very similar to the description of 
It h i n o p h r y ~ ~ u s  clonalis taclpoles (Orton, 1943). Small hind legs are present 
anrl the feet are quite suggestive of those of aclul t I1 hinopl~ y nus in general 
shape and relative toe length. The  small tadpoles, 20 nim. in length, are 
like the large ones except in the mouthpart structures. No barbels are 
present around t l ~ e  nlou tll. Instead, two irregularly-shaped fleshy protuber- 
ances occur on the upper jaw, one just medial to each eye ( Fig. 1). Some 
1 7 1 ~ ; .  1. I)o~.sal view of thc tadpole of I~lrino~~lir~~rirrs rlonulis. 
of these small tadpoles were kept alive and observed to lose the protuber- 
atices ant1 develop barbels as they matured. Tlie first barbel to appear was 
the nleclian ventral one, ~vhich was often noticeable while the protuber- 
aiices were still present. The next barbels appeared in the regions of the 
protuberances which eventually were resorbed, leaving only the barbels 
surrounding the mouth. 
The small tadpoles havc long, ~ndifk~ent ia ted ,  coiled digestive tracts. 
In contrast, the large tadpoles have huge stoniaclis very siinilar to those 
of adult frogs. The only material present in the digestive tracts of the 
younger tadpoles appeared to be silt. The older tadpoles are apparently 
quite carnivorous for most oL their stoirlachs contained at least one tadpole 
each. Most of the food items are s~rlall Rhinophlynus  tadpoles, but there 
was one tadpole with horny beaks and occasional insect larvae. Larvae of 
Hyla baudini (Dum&ril and Bibron) and E7zgystonzops f ius tu los~~~s (Cope) 
were collected in the same puddles with those of R h i n o p h ~ y n u s .  
The live tadpoles are very similar in general appearance to those ol 
Xenopus. However, they swim in a horizontal position and were not ob- 
served to float obliquely in the water with tail tip vibrating rapidly as 
feeding Xenopus larvae do. The Rhinophrynus tadpoles seem to be posi- 
tively phototaxic; large swarms gathered in the light of our flashlights. 
LEPTODACTYLIDAE 
L'ngystonzofis pustulosus (Cope) 
A series of tadpoles of this species was collected from a cerrlent cistern 
on the grounds of the Instituto Tropical cle Investigaciones Cientificas, 
San Salvador, El Salvador, on July 4. All stages were present froill foal11 
nests to metamorphosed toadlets. 
The mouthparts oC a tadpole oC this species illustrated by Breder (1946, 
Fig. 9) are very similar to those of the specimens in the present series. An 
examination of Breder's material showed that the lateral view illustrated 
in his paper was made from a very small tadpole which lacked most ot the 
diagnostic characters possessed by older tadpoles. Sincc no description was 
included in his text, one is given here. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118663 (large series). Size before 
metamorphosis, 25 111111.; body solnewhat depressed, greatest depth three- 
fourths of width which equals three-fifths of body length; tail length 
slightly less than one and one-half times body length; tail height one-third 
of length; dorsal tail fin does not extend onto body; ~nusculature exteilda 
al~llost to rounded tip of tail. Eyes very large and dorsally situated; inter- 
orbital distance equals one-fourth of body width; nostrils closer to eyes 
than to tip of ssout. Spiracle about one-halt way back on body and rather 
low on left side. Anal tube dextral. Body brownish, belly light; tail rnuscu- 
lature brown; brown blotches present on dorsal and ventral fins, especially 
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on the edges. Mouth as illustrated by Breder with 2/3 tooth rows and an . 
incomplete row of papillae with lateral indentations. 
The  tadpole of E. fiustuloszis differs from those of Leptodactylus (Orton, 
195 1; Fernindez and Fernhndez, 192 1) in having laterally indented lips 
and a dextral vent. Tadpoles of at  least some species of Pleurodemn (Fer- 
nhndez, 1927; Fernjndez and Fernhndez, 1921) have 2/3 tooth rows with 
laterally indented lips, but they have a median vent. T h e  tadpole of 
Odontophrynzls nnzericanzls (DumCril and Bibron) (Fernindez and Fer- 
nrindez, 1921) has 2/3 tooth rows, laterally indented lips, and a dextral 
vent as does Erlgystomops. 
DENDROHATlDAE 
De~adrobntes pzlmilio 0 .  Schmidt 
Tadpoles were obtained in two different localities. On July 14, at 
Hacienda La Cumplida, Department of Matagalpa, Nicaragua, four were 
collected from bromeliads six feet above the ground near a stream running 
through a coffee-banana grove at  an elevation of 2400 feet. One bromeliad 
contained an inclividual nearing metamorphosis; it measured 25 mm. The  
forelegs were starting to erupt and the tail may possibly have undergone 
some resorbtion. Another bromeliad contained three tadpoles of two differ- 
ent sizes. A small specimen, 10 mm. in length, had hind leg buds barely 
visible. In two larger individuals, 16 and 18 mm. long, the hind leg buds 
were larger, but the toes were not differentiated. Adults of D. pumilio were 
quite common on the ground in the area, and frequently were found near 
the bases of banana plants during the day. 
Two other tadpoles were collected from a large bromeliad ten feet 
above the ground near a stream in open woods at  Los Diamantes (1000 
Ceet), Lim6n Province, Costa Rica, on August 10. The  larger tadpole was 
allowed to transform and the smaller one (18 mm.) with hind leg buds was 
preserved. Two adults of D. pz~milio were taken from the same bromeliad. 
Several others were collected on the ground in the same area. 
DESCRIPTION or; TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118655-56 (6 specimens), Figs. 2, 
3, and 4. Body quite depressed, guitar-shaped from dorsal view, truncated 
posteriorly; greatest depth of body three-fourths of width which is equal 
to body length; tail moderately short, one and two-thirds times body length; 
height nearly uniform throughout, equal to one-seventh of length; tail fin 
very low, absent dorsally for about one-fourth of tail length; musculature 
extends almost to rounded tail tip. Eyes small, dorsally situated; inter- 
orbital distance slightly more than one-third body width. Spiracle on the 
left ventro-lateral edge of the body about one-half way back; opening very 
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small. Anal tube median, short. Body heavily pigmentecl, unilormly 
dark; in life dark blue, in formalin brownish black; tail fin similarly col- 
ored, but lighter posteriorly; at about time of eruption of forelegs a reddish 
tinge became apparent on belly. Mouth ventral, nearly terminal, quite 
small, equals less than one-third of body width; single row of very large 
papillae borders mouth ventrally and at the sides; papillae begin just 
anterior to the lateral mouth edges and extend ventrally; huge 1)eaks cover 
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entire area inside papillae; beaks armed with sharp serrations; inside of 
inouth also lined with black keratin forming a "floor" and "roof." Tooth 
rows much reduced and modified; formula 0/1 or ] / I ;  anterior row absent 
or consisti~lg of a few scattered denticles; maximum number of denticles 7 
in five tadl~oles; short posterior row crowded in between lower beak and 
papillae. 
The  mouth~~ar ts  ol this Dendrol~ates are strikingly different from those 
of other described dendrol~atids in the combination of the reduced nu~nber 
01 tooth rows ancl the very heavy beaks. Dendrobntes n~rrnt t~s  (Girard) 
(AMNH 51767) has 2/3 tooth rows ant1 lnoderately heavy beaks. Some 
Bolivian tadpoles in the Michigan collection (UMMZ 58947), identified as 
those of D. braccatzls Cope, but more probably actually D. pictus DulnCril 
and Bibron, have 2/3 tooth rows with small beaks and laterally in- 
dented lips and are very similar to some l'hyllobates (Breder, 1946; Dunn, 
1924) and P,rosthesnpis (Dunn, 1944). The  low sinistral spiracle present in 
11. pzlmilio also occurs in D. nuratus and D. bl-accattu. A median vent is 
found in D. pzlmilio and D. nzn-ntus whereas the vent in D. bmccntus, 
Phyllohntes, and Psosthempis is dextral. 
CENTKOLENIDAE 
Tadpoles were hatched from eggs of five species of centrolenids. They 
were kept alive for periods up to five months, but they proved difficult to 
rear and none reached a size greater than 20 mm. With the exception of 
those of Teratohyln, the tadpoles were similar in appearance. Centrolene 
prosoblepon is described below in detail. The  descriptions of the other 
species are briefer, emphasizing distinguishing characteristics such as the 
ratio of body to tail length, color, and mouthparts. T h e  inclusion of many 
measurements ancl proportions might be misleading because of the small 
size of the individuals. In general, the following features characterize the 
group: body elongate, slender; tail width slightly less than that of body; 
tail very long with narrow fins; coloration pale, pink in life (owing to 
large blood sinuses); eyes appear crescent-shaped in dorsal view; spiracle 
sinistral, posterior; anal tube long, median; tooth rows 2/3, inner 
anterior row very short; intestine short, coiled. At hatching, all species are 
without suckers or the external gills, which had been clearly visible within 
the egg capsule. The  tadpoles of Centrolene prosoblepon and Cochranella 
g~anz~losa developed from partially or entirely black eggs. The  larvae in 
tlie egg capsules and at hatching were black and gradually became paler. 
Those of Cochrnnella reticzllata and C.  fleischmanni developed from uni- 
fornlly green eggs, and the embryos and newly-hatched larvae were quite 
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pale ancl transpai en t. These g~ adually acquii ed gl ay colol ation. T h e  la1 vac 
of Telutohyln J ~ L ~ I O S O  r11>0 tlevelopc~l 110111 gleen eggs, but the en~biyos 
acquired more dark pigment than those of Cochrunella ~eticulata and C. 
fleischmanni, and consequently were darker at hatching. T h e  older tadpoles 
of all of these species were similarly colored, as a lesult of convergence from 
the rather distinctive colorations shown by the embryos. 
C ~ I I  trolelze prosoblepon (Boettger) 
Eggs and calling adults were collected on July 25 at  about 4500 feet 
on the south slope of VolcAn Turrialba, Cartago Province, Costa Rica. 
The  eggs were fastened between two leaves of ginger lily (Hedychium) 
about six feet above a fast-moving stream. The  egg mass, roughly 50 inm. 
in diameter, was spread in a single layer over the upper surface of the 
lower leaf ancl was only partially covered by the upper leaf. The  eggs were 
large and the jelly rather loose. T h e  total size of each egg with capsule 
was 9-11 mm. Black embryos were developing within them ancl they were 
still black at  hatching, at which time they measured 12.3 mm. An amplex- 
ing pair of G. prosoblepon was collected ancl allowed to lay. The  eggs, 
which did not develop, were like those in the collected clutch. Each was 
uniformly black with no white vegetal pole. The  diameter of the vitelline 
membrane was 2 to 3 mm.; of the capsule, 11 mm. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLF.-UMMZ 1 1866 1 (1 7 specimens), Figul cs 5, 
6, and 7. Body elongate and slender; greatest depth nine-tenths of width 
which is about one-half body length; tail two and one-filth times as long 
as body; tail height one-fifth length; fins low; lnusculature does not extend 
to rounded tip. Eyes small, dorsally situated; interorbital width less than 
one-half body width; eyes when viewed from above with characteristic 
crescent shape, apparently owing to lack of pigment in the ventral portion 
of the eyeball; nostrils about midway between eyes and snout. Spiracle 
sinistral, situated posteriorly, almost nine-tenths of distance from snout 
to vent. Anal tube long, median. Color, pale; dorsal part of body light 
brown in formalin, ventral part transparent; pattern occurs on musculature 
as dorsal and lateral streaks anteriorly, solid pigmentation more posteriorly; 
fins pigmented posteriorly. Mouth ventral, nearly terminal, three-fifths a5 
wide as body; lips wide, with papillate edges, interrupted anteriorly by 
outer anterior tooth row which forms margin of mouth. Tooth rows 2/3; 
inner anterior row very short, consisting of small rows of denticles lateral 
to beak; posterior rows complete, decreasing in length posteriorly; beak.; 
well developed and wide in lateral extent; lower beak prominently serrated 
posteriorly and slightly serrated in front. 
1:rr.s. -5, 6 ancl '7. Lateral anrl clorsal views, and n ~ o u t h ~ a l . t s ,  uof the tadpole of 
(:c~,ltrolcrle prosob1ej)on. 
Coclt ~.cuzellrr flciscl~,~lo~,,r i (Roettger) 
Sever:tl sets of cggs of this species were observed. ~Idul ts  and eggs were 
collected at San Josd de la Tllontafia, Hereciia Province, Costa Rica, at 
5000 feet on the south~e5t  slope of Volcrin Barba, July 2 i  ancl 28. Four 
egg 111ilsse~ werc seen o11 the u~ltlei-su~.f:~c.es of 1e;~ves gro~lirlg Iroln a f;tlleri 
tree 6-10 feet nbovc torrential iiioulltain 11rook (PI. 1). The cl~~tches 
contained 15, 18, 18, and 22 eggs ill various stages of developmc~lt. 11 
calling adult inale was taken from the upper surface of one of these egg- 
bearing leaves. Amplexing C .  fleisclzmanni in captivity laid eggs very sinlilar 
to these. Individuals of this species froin Hacienda La Cumplida, Nica- 
ragua, were also observed to lay sjlnilar eggs. 
FIGS. 8 and 9. Lxtcrnl \ , i e ~ \ ~  ant1 niouthparts of ihc tadpole ol Coc.111-allrlln /lrisc.It- 
I I ~ ~ I I I L ~ .  
The  recently laid eggs were light green and the developing elubryos 
yellow on green yolk. The  jelly was more coinpact than in Cent?.olenc 
fi~osoblefion. The  egg with capsule illeasured 6 mm. in diameter and the 
diameter of the ~ \ ~ l ~ o l e  inass was 25 mln. The  eggs were placed very close 
together. One of the clutches from Sall JosC de la h/lontafia was brought 
bark and allowed to hatch. The  larvae were very pale gray at hatchi~lg. 
Hreder (1946) illustratecl a tadpole, supposedly that of Cocl~rnllellrr. 
fleischmanni, froill Panami. An exainiilation of his speciineils (AR4NH 
51773) revealed that none of his illustrations represent any of the species 
described in the present paper, and indeed it is doubtful that they are 
centrolenids. Some centrolenids were present in Breder's collection, but 
these were very young larvae still within the eggs and not the specimens 
illustrated. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118658 (16 specimens), Figures 8 
:md 9. Body elongate and slender; tail two and three-fifths times as long as 
body; tail height one-fifth of length. Spiracle four-fifths of way back on 
body. Color paler than in Ce~ztrolene prosoblepon; scattered dots of pig- 
ment laterally and dorsally on tail musculature; fins not pigmented. RIouth 
similar to that of Centrolene; upper beak less arched; third posterior tooth 
row nearly as long ac second; lower beak with small uniform serrations 
throughout. 
Cochf-unella reticulala Taylor 
A calling adult inale and eggs of this species were collected, on July 29, 
6.2 lniles from the bridge over the Rio Reventazdn, along the road from 
Turrialba to Peralta, Cartago Province, Costa Rica. The  elevation was 
about 3000 feet. The  approximately 40 green eggs were fastened to the 
uncler surface of a leaf about 18 feet above a fast-moving rocky stream. 
'rllcy were small and formed an extreinely compact single-layered mass. 
'The diameter of the whole jelly mass was 20 mm., and the individual eggs 
wit11 capsules nleasured 3-4 111111. each. The  adult frog was taken from the 
uplxx surlace of the same leaf. Upon hatching these larvae were very pale, 
ineasured 12.1 mm., and had very long tails. 
Of the two species of centrolenids breeding at  this locality, the eggs of 
olio, Coclzranella gl-cozz~losn, have been definitely identified (see below). 
'Ihe eggs described herc are considered to belong to the second species, 
C. 1.eticulata. The  presence of the calling male on the same leaf is additional 
evidence, as calling males of C. fleischnztrnni have also been found close 
to eggs which later proved to belong to their own species. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118657 (12 specimens), Figure 10. 
Sinlilar to tadpole of C .  fieischrnnnni, but tail longer at  hatching and color 
paler; tail of old tadpole two and three-fifths times as long as body; dorsal 
part of body with brown blotches; tail inusculature with brown blotches 
tlorsally and laterally; pigment in depressions between myotomes pos- 
teriorly; tail fins clear. Mouth ventral, nearly ternlinal; papillate disc 
surrounding all but anterior portion. Tooth rows 2/3; outer anterior row 
~o~llplete ,  inner ar~terior rows very short, occurring only lateral to beaks; 
outermost posterior row not well delevoped at  this stage (probably, in 
larger tadpoles, nearly as long as inner two); anterior beak more heavily 
pigmented than posterior, doubly arched and weakly pigmented medially, 
olten appearing broken; posterior beak armed with snlall equal serrations. 
Coclz)nnell(i gt.n?zz~losa (Taylor) 
Calling adults ancl eggs were collectecl August 3 at  tlic saliie locality 
as were the C. ~eticzslntn above. The  eggs were suspended from the tip ol' 
the upper surlace of a leal growing about 15 feet above the saine stream 
tlescribed above. These eggs were sniall, the tliameter of each with cal~sule 
was about 3 nlm., without capsule 1.5 mm. The  total Inass llieasured 20 
by 35 11in1., and the approxiinately 50 eggs were arranged in a loose 
u~ilayered bunch. Each egg was black with the vegetal half white. Five 
adults, including an aml>lexing pair and calling males, were taken fro111 
the sairie tree. The  female laid eggs exactly like the ones described. Neither 
of these clutches developed. The  area was revisited August 12 and two illore 
sets of eggs, fastened to the leaves in the inanner described above, were 
taken froin the saine tree. One clutch contained approxiiuately 60 eggs 
with overall diameters ol 3 mm., and the other consisted of about 55 cggs 
with diameters of 5-G nim. The  eggs in both sets contained developing 
black embryos. At Ilatching, the larvae were black and ~llcasured 11 111111. 
The  larger eggs conceivably may not have been those of C. granulosa, al- 
though their pi-osinlity to the other sets of eggs of this species favors this 
identification. Of the other three species of centrolenids collected in this 
saliie locality, the eggs of two, Cent~olerze prosoblepon and Coclrral~ella 
~et iculata ,  have been described above. These large eggs, then, migl~t  have 
been lait1 by the third species, Cocl~~~cir~el ln  alDor17~rrcr~lai,a, although neither 
this species nor Centl.olerlc p l ~ o s o b l e p o ~ ~  was calling at  this tirrie. 
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I)ESCRII>,~ION OF T,~~II~oI,~.-U~MR!U 118659 (sillall series), Figure 11. 
Quite similar to tadpole of Centrolene prosoblepon; tail 2.3 times as long 
as body; spiracle seven-tenths of way back on body. Color similar to that 
of C. prosohlepon, brownish dorsally on body and tail musculature; few 
dots of pigment on posterior dorsal ancl ventral tail fins. The  mouth differs 
from that of Centrolene in having the upper beak less arched, anterior 
tooth rows longer, ancl the three posterior tooth rows of nearly equal 
length. T h e  serrations on the lower beak differ in becoming gradually 
narrower medially, although of uniform length throughout. 
1 7 1 ~ : .  11. blourhpart~ of the tadpole of Cocl~~(117elIcr g~rrn i c lo~n .  
Calling Terntohyln and eggs were collected August 9 at  Los Diainantes, 
Costa Rica. Two clutches of eggs were taken from the under surfaces 01: 
leaves two to three leet above a tiny stream which flowed into a fast-inoving 
river nearby. At the time the eggs were collected, yellow embryos were 
coiled about green yolk. Judging by analogy wilh conditions in Coclzrnn- 
elln reticulntn and C. peischnznmzi, it seems probable that the eggs of 
Teratohyla are entirely green ~ r h e n  laid. One mass contained 18 and the 
other 25 eggs with diameters ol 5-7 inm. The  diameter of the smaller mass 
was 25 inm. The  eggs in each mass were in a single layer with loose jelly 
which did not form discrete egg capsules as in Cochranelln Peischmanni 
and C. reticulatn. The embryos became darker during development and 
at hatching were dark gray. 
Frcs. 12, 13 and 14. Lateral and dorsal views, and mouthparts of the tadpole of 
T~mtniivln sf)itiow. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLL-UMMZ 1 18662 (I 6 specimens), Figures 12, 
13, and 14. Body more oval-shaped from dorsal view than those of other 
cen trolenids; greatest depth of body three-fif ths greatest width which equals 
three-fifths of length; tail length two and two-fifths times that of body. 
Eyes tlorsal, crescent-shaped; spiracle four-fifths of way back on body. Anal 
tuhe median. Color on dorsal body brown; venter light with median dark 
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line; dorsal part of tail inusculature brown, anterior ventral part light; 
fins with few scattered spots. Mouth ventral, nearly terminal; lips wide, 
with papillate edges, interrupted anteriorly; no tooth rows on any speci- 
mens; irregular ridges present in positions at  which tooth-bearhg ridges 
would ordinarily be; beaks armed with long pointed serrations which are 
smaller in anterior portion of lower beak. 
All the other centrolenids of the same or smaller sizes had tooth rows 
well developed. I t  is, therefore, possible that the tadpoles of this species 
do not develop denticles. 
HYLIDAE 
Hyln elaeoch~on Cope 
I%recding individuals of Hyln claeotlz) on were collected on the nigllt 
of August 8 at the Instituto Interamericano de Ciencias Agricolas expeii- 
mental cacao station at Ida Lola, Lim6n Province, Costa Rica. They were 
calling very late at night after a downpour, two to four feet above the 
water of a slightly rain-swollen stream. A pair was placed in a plastic sack 
at the time of capture and between 7:00 and 7:15 A.M. numerous tiny 
black and white eggs were laid. These hatched less than 24 hours later. 
Some of the tadpoles were reared through metamorphosis. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118679 (1 1 specimens), Figures 15 
and 16. Maximum total length before metamorphosis, 31 mm.; body robust 
and solnewhat compressed; greatest depth about three-fifths of length from 
snout to vent and equal to greatest width; tail length twice that of body; 
greatest depth about one-third of length; musculature extends to slender, 
pointed tip; dorsal tail fin high, extends onto body. Eyes moderately large, 
directed laterally; minimum interorbital width two-thirds of body width; 
nostriIs nearer to eyes than to end of snout. Spiracle sinistral and located 
seven-tenths of distance from snout to vent. Anal tube short, dextral. Color 
(lark, forms pattern; a wide black line extends from snout through eye to 
begining of tail n~usculature; blotches of black pigment on back and below 
eye; belly light; pigment on tail musculature tends to fornl vertical bars; 
nielanophores present on both dorsal and ventral tail fins. Mouth ventral, 
three-fifths of body width and triangular-shaped; lips wide, bordered by 
fringes of papillae with a narrow anterior interruption; lateral patches of 
papillae present. Tooth rows 2/3; anterior rows of same extent laterally, 
inner row interrupted medially; posterior rows decreasing gradually in 
length from inner to outer, inner row indented medially; beaks well devel- 
oped, without serrations; pigmented. 
A comparison of the tadpoles ol this specie? with those of another 
lnembcr of the Hy ln 1.11 hrn grol~l), H y l n  st vigil0 i n  Spix (USSR 1 !)652(i), 
Irom Rra~i l ,  sho~vetl c.crt;rin similarities. T h e  ~noath-11artc o f  the two are 
almost identical in the shape of the nloutl~, distribution of p;rpillae, ant1 
number i n d  configuration of tooth rows. However, the upper beaks of the 
trvo species are shapeti c-lifferentl!. and lmth upper and lower beaks of 
H. strigilatcl arc serrated in contract to thc slnooth ~nargins of H. c l n ~ o -  
chron. The tadpoles are similar in bodv shape and in the position oI 
vent and spiracle, but  the eyes are smaller and the tail fins sorne\\-hat lower 
in H. strigilnto. T h e  t;idpoles oE the latter species (lo not have the striking 
color pattern of H. rlncochl-on. .llthorigh this might i~ossil,ly I-esult from 
facling ill 11reserr.a tise, the pattern of melanophores still eviclen t on the 
taclpoles ol' H. strigitoio suggests fairly uniform coloration in life. 
A series ol' tacll~oles ~vas collectetl on July 25 from a small trickle which 
drained into a larger stream a t  3000 feet on the south slope of VolcAn 
Turrialba, Cartago Province, Costa Rica. Some individuals of the series 
were allowed to transform and the young frogs proved to be the distinctive 
Hyln mornuirnsi.r. No adults were taken with the tadpoles, but  calling 
males of the same species were collected along the road from Turrialba to 
Peralta, 2.7 miles from the bridge over the Rio Reventazcin, on July 22, 24, 
nncl 20, and 4.6 iniles west of Tuan Vii?as on ilugust 4. 
Frc;~. I T  atitl 18. Larcral view and mouthparts of the tatlpole of IIs ln ?nornr~ i~ns i s .  
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLL-UAIMZ 1 18680 (5 specimens), Figures 17 
and 18. Maximum total length before n~etamorphosis, 41 min.; body 
somewhat depressed, greatest depth slightly less than width, which is about 
two-thirds of snout-vent length; tail length two and one-fourth times body 
length; greatest clepth slightly more than one-fourth of length; musculature 
not quite reaching rounded tip; dorsal fin rather low, does not extend onto 
body. Eyes situated dorsally, directed laterally; minimum interorbital width 
less than one-half body width. Spiracle sinistral, forming a long tube with 
the opening situated about three-fourths of the way back on body. Anal 
tube short, dextral. Dorsal color of body co~lsisting 01 brown blotches; 
helly light; entire tail contrastingly marked with brown blotc:lles on light 
l~ackgrouncl. Mouth ventral, slightly less than one-half of body width, en- 
tirely surrounded by wide lips bordered with multiple rows of papillae; 
triangular-shaped when lips are folded. Tooth rows 2/3; anterior rows 
allout same length, inner one with short median interruption; posterior 
rows coruplete, about equal in length; denticles quite long; beaks well 
developetl ant1 serrated. 
Hyln f ise~idop~unn Giiiithcr 
A series of tadpoles of Hyln  psez~dopuma was collected on July 28 in 
Heredia Province, Costa Rica, in a roadside rain puddle at about 6800 
feet on the southwest slope of Volcin Barba. These tadpoles were nearing 
metamorphosis, and many which had forelegs already emerged were raised 
to froglets. 
A seconcl series of tadpoles was obtained from eggs laic1 by H. pseurlo- 
11z~rn,a collected on August 6 in Alajuela Province, Costa Rica, at approxi- 
mately 6400 feet on the southeast slope of Volcin Po&, 15.9 miles north- 
west of the town of Barba. Large numbers of these frogs were calling from 
lnucldy rain puddles along the side of the road, and many others were seen 
crossing the road in the rain. Both these localities are on the road leading 
from the town of Barba up onto Volcin Pois. 
DESCRIPTION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 11 8682-83 (20 specimens), Figures 
19 and 20. Maximum size before metamorphosis, 35 mm.; body oval, slight- 
ly depressed, greatest width sligl~tly more than one-half body length; tail 
about twice as long as body; height slightly more than one-fourth lengtll, 
rnther uniform throughout length; musculature does not read1 rouncletl 
tip; dorsal tail fin moderately high, extending onto body in young indi- 
viduals, but not in older ones. Eyes dorsal; interorbital distance about 
two-fifths of body width; nostrils slightly closer to eyes than to snout. Spil-il- 
clc sinistral, forming long tube with opening about seven-tenths of way 
back 011 body. Anal tube dextral. Color in forinalin brown; body rather 
uniformly pigmented, belly light; darker brown reticulations present on 
both fins and musculature of tail. Mouth small, nearly terminal, less than 
one-third of body width; multiple rows of closely spaced papillae sur- 
round most of mouth except for anterior interruption; pigment present 
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anlong papillae. Tooth rows 2/3; inner anterior rowT with short median 
break; posterior rows complete, about equal in size; beaks p ipen ted  and 
serrated . 
FIGS. 19 antl 20. Lateral view antl mouthparts of thc tadpole of Hyln pserldoj~ttmn. 
Hyln rivuln~is Taylor 
A series of tadpoles was collected on Tuly 31 on the south side of Cerro 
cle la Muerte, near the Pan American Highway, 11.7 miles north of San 
Isidro del General, San Jose Province, Costa Rica. They were taken from 
n fast-moving stream at approximately 6800 feet. When an attempt was 
made to catch them, the tadpoles sought refuge by clinging to the under- 
surfaces of rocks. An adult of H. rivularis was taken in the water, and 
calling males were collected along the stream at night. The  call closely 
resembled that of a cricket. 
Identical tadpoles were taken on August 6 near the American Cinchona 
Plantation on the east slope of VolcAn Po&, at 4900 feet, Alajuela Province, 
Costa Kicx. Thcsc were l'o~intl in a cool fast-moving stream and exhi1)itetl 
the salne 1)ellavior as tllosc of the first group. So~ile were reared to the 
stage of lour well-developed legs. T h e  foot characters matched very well 
those of adult9 of H. ri~l~rlfll-is. 
Calling frogs ol  this species were collected on July 25 along a stre;m 
at approxirnatelv .1500 feet on VolcAn Turr ia l l~a,  Cartago Province, Costa 
Rica. 
DESCRII>TION or TADI~oLI.-UAI h l Z  1 1 R(ii5-76 (31 specimens), Figures 
21 and 22. Sile 1)efore metanlorl~hosis. 38 nim.; body clepressed, greatest 
depth seven-tenths of greatest width ~ e h i r h  is about one-half hody length; 
FIGS. 21 ant1 22. I.atcral \ , i c ~ o  and mouthparts of the taclpolc of T l ~ l n  ~ i i l ~ r l n r i s .  
tail twice as long as body; greatest height near tip, allout one-sixth oC 
length; musculature not extencling to rounded tip; dorsal tail fin low, not 
extending on to hotly. Eves clorsal; interorhi tal width about one-half body 
tvidth; nostrils situatecl j u t  an terior to eyes, aery ~ n u c h  closer to eyes than 
to snout. Spiracle forllls long narrow sinistral tube with opening seven- 
tenths of way back on body. Anal tube dextral. Body color very dark 
brown; most of viscera obscured by black pigmented tissue; area around 
lllouth white; tail musculature strikingly blotched with dark brown on 
white; scattered pignlent granules on fins. Ailouth very large, ventral, nearly 
width of body; entirely surrounded by wide lips bordered wit11 3 or 4 rows 
of papillae; lips inlolcled laterally. Tooth rows 2/3, conlplete, all extending 
to latcral edges of ~nouth;  all deilticles set on heavy folds of skin; those 
ol' innermost posterior row 1o11g and well developed; length of denticles 
decreasing gradually in two outer posterior rows; beaks pigmented and 
lair~tly serrated; upper beak distinctively bow-shaped. 
Hyla z~~.nlzocltr-oc~ Cope 
Two tadpoles ol this species (UMMZ 1186'74) were collected in a snlall 
trickle along with those oU Anotl.ieca coj.onatn and Hnna wa~sclzewitsclzii 
(see below). One was preserved and the other was kept alive until i t  trans- 
Ionlied into a snlall red-eyed Hyla. The 1:roglet lived long enough to de- 
velop the enamel-white coloration around the ailus which distinguishes 
H .  uu~noch?-on from the other red-eycd species of Hyln occurring in Costa 
Rica. The  preserved tadpole (45 inm.) was very much like that described 
for this species by Dunn (1924). A few details of mouth structure not indi- 
cated by Dun11 should be rnelltioned here. The  wide mouth is colilpletely 
surrou~lded by a double row of tiny papillae. Larger papillae occur scattered 
on the disk along with brown pigment splotches. There are two well- 
clevelopecl anterior rows of denticles and three posterior rows which de- 
crease gradually in length. Broken ridges bearing irregularly placed 
denticles occur anterior to the first two rows and similar irregular ridges 
with very sillall scattered denticles are also present in the position of a 
fourth posterior row. The  tooth forlilula of this species n~ay  then be 
considered as 2 or 3/3 or 4.. The  anterior beak has a slight median notch. 
A slnaller tadpole (17 wm.) (UMMZ 118675), very similar to the one 
~~~elltiorlecl above, was collected in the same stream as were tlle Hyln 
j.iuz~1nt.i~ tadpoles on Cerro de la Muerte (above). 
Two other tadpoles, a 42-111111. one (UMAilZ 118672) taken with the 
Hyla nzoraviensis tadpoles (above) and a 2'3-mm. individual (UMMZ 
118673) collected in the strean1 with tadpoles of Rarzn wa~sche7uitschii 
(below) were also suggestive of those of Hyla ul-anoclzroa, but differed in 
having larger, niore heavily pigmented lips, better developed first anterior 
;uitl fourth postel.iol. tootl~ rows, and posteriorly curvet1 posterior rows. 
Still another s~nallcr tadpole (20 mnr.) (UAlIMZ 118676) was collectetl 
with the Hy,la 1-ivulal-is from VolcAn Poris. This llas characters intel.mediate 
between those of the first two and last two mentioned above. With the 
inaterial at hand it is not possible to determine if these five tadpoles repre- 
sent individual variation within the species or if some could represent 
another species. Some of them may belong to the closely related H?lln czlleei 
Taylor or H. m/ioculis Taylor. 
An adult fernale of H. u?-a?zochroa was taken froin a bush by tlle stream 
at  the Rnizn zunrscl~ewit,schii locality. This frog had ovulated and large, 
unilor~nly white eggs were extruded upon handling her. No male uras seer] 
or 11e;trd at this time. 
Dunn (1924) nlentioned eggs, laic1 on a leaf above water, wlricll lie 
assumed to be of this species. These frogs may have peculiar breeding 
habits which are as yet unknown. I t  seems strange that the six tadpolcs 
tliscussed above were mixed in with five different supposedly homogeneous 
collections. In every other case, a series of tadpoles of a particular species 
was collected at  any one locality. 
T h e  tadpoles of H. ul-a??ochl-oa did not have red eyes in life. The  eyes 
turned red upoil preservation, but eventually lost the color. In the 13ieta- 
ir~orphosing sl~eciinens the back began to turn green and the eyes turned 
rcd the day be1or.e emergence of the front legs. This early change in color 
contrasts with that in I'l~yllomcdzrsc~ helenae (see below) in whicli the eycs 
did not turn red until several weeks after nle~amorphosis. This is evidence 
that the eye coloration of these two frogs probably results froin conver- 
gence ancl docs not intlicate closc relationshil~, such as was suggested by 
Noble (1 927). 
In  1937, Dunn described a bromeliacl tadpole of Hyla ieteki, fioill Costa 
R i a .  His description is brief and no  illustration is inclucled. An examina- 
tion of his specimens revealed tadpoles so striking and different from con- 
veiltional types that an additional description and illustration are included 
in this paper. 
DESCRIYTION OF TADPOLE.-ANSP 23822 (9 specimens), Figures 23, 21 
and 25. Body quite depressed, guitar-shaped from dorsal view; greatest depth 
oT body three-fifths of width which is three-fourths of length; tail sholt, 
greatest height one-lourth of length; musculature extends to pointed tip; 
dorsal tail fin very low, absent anteriorly. Eyes inoderately large, dorsally 
situated; interorbital distance slightly illore than one-fourtli of body width. 
Spiracle located on left ventro-lateral edge of body about one-half way 
back. Anal tube long, dextral. Color in alcohol rather uniforr~l I)ro~~rii\ll  
on body arid tail; pigment flecks on clorsal and verltial tail fins. Moutll 
T;~t;s. 25, 21 and 2.5. Lateral and dorsal views, and tliouthparts (viewed anteriorly), 
of the tatlpole of Hyln  ~c ' t e f i i .  
tlorsal, nearly terminal, about one-third of body width, oval-shaped, with- 
out lips, surrounded by a single row of papillae; a single row of inwardly- 
pointing, heavy conical denticles forms a complete circle inside of papillary 
border; a feu. scattered denticles form an irregular row between lower 
beak and the complctc c i l~ l e  ol denticles; beaks wide late~~llly, pignlented; 
lower beak serrated. 
The  beaks are situated inside the mouth, partially beneath its fleshy 
cclgcs, ancl are not clearly visible lroill any view. 
On June 27, adult males of this species were collectcd, ~lllile c;tllillg, ill 
a rocky hst-moving stream at  al>proximately 800 feet, 11.8 iniles north 01 
Arriaga, Chiapas, Mkxico. At this time eggs and 20-111111. tadpoles were 
collected from the same stre;tin. The  eggs, about 50 in number, were fastened 
in one layer to a piece of dead leaf wedged in aniong rocks in the water. 
They were uniform grayish white in color. Larvae ~vi th  external gills 
hatched on June 29, and by July 3 they were heavily pigmented. They 
nreasured 10-12 111111., ;111tl their mouth discs were very large. At this time 
they closely resenibled the 20-illin tadpoles. On August 22, the streanl was 
revisited and larger tadpoles (40 mm.) with hind legs, were collected. A 
few of these were successluIly reared and upon ~rietanlorphosis proved to be 
Hy.lelln surt~ich?-asti. 
The  tadpoles occurred in sliiall pools where they were observed inching 
over the rocks with jerky movements, presumably in search of food. That  
the illouth is a powerful adhesive organ was evidenced by the behavior 
of the captive tadpoles u~hich crawled out of water, up the side of the con- 
tainer, and out over tlic 101) edge whcnever the coi~tainer was left un- 
covered. 
DESCRII'TION OF TADPOLE.-UMMZ 118670-7 1 (28 spccililells) , Figures 
26 and 27. Body elongate, tapering, rather depressed; depth four-fifths ol 
width which is one-half of length; tail twice as long as body, height about 
one-lourth of length; nlusculature not quite reaching slightly rounded tip; 
dorsal tail fin does not extend onto body. Eyes dorsal; interorbital distance 
about one-fourth of body width; nostrils much closer to eyes than to snout. 
Spiracle sinistral, £01-riling tube with opening two-thirds of way back on 
body. Anal tube long, dextral. Color variable; in the field, tadpoles were 
observed to change color depending on color of background; the smaller 
tadpoles are rather uniforinly dark brown on body and tail musculature; 
belly light; few spots oS pigment on upper tail fin; older tadpoles consider- 
ably lighter with pigment scattered on body and tail musculature; few 
spots011 upper tail fin, lower fin almost completely clear. Mouth ventral, 
large, nearly equal to width of body; lips wide, completely borclered by 
l>apillae surrounding inoutf~. Tooth rows 3/6; anterior three ; ~ t ) o u t  cc1tl;~l i r r  
lengtlx, denticles oS in~ierinost row heaviest; posterior rows colrlplete, inner 
Frcs. 26 and 27. Lateral view and mouthparts of the tadpole of Hyleilln s~r?niclrl.nsti. 
four about equal, outer two decreasing in length, denticles gradually tle- 
creasing in length from row to row posteriorly; one specimen shows a very 
short posterior patch of denticles, indicating a rndimentary seventh row. 
'The 20-mm. tadpoles have 316 tooth rows whereas some of the 10-12-mm. 
tatlpoles have only .7/4 or 3/5. Beaks well developed and serrated; anterior 
beak with angular apex; one specimen lacks pigment in the center of this 
ordinarily black triangle. 
PIly llomedtrsn helennc (Cope) 
An amplexing pair of P. helenne was collected on July I G  at Hacienda 
La Cumplida, Nicaragua. Uniformly green eggs were deposited on the side 
of a plastic bag in which frogs were placed. The  yellow developing embryos 
were coiled around the greenish yolk. Eggs that fell into the water in the 
l~ottom of the bag did not hatch, hut those that adhered to the sides of the 
bag above water contiiluetl to develol) until tlle 1l;itching t;~tlpoles nrrigglecl 
free and tlropped into the water. An egg mass of P. hele,~cr(~, collected on 
August 10 at Los Diamantes, Lim6n Province, Costa Rica, measured 50 mni. 
ancl contained approximately 75 eggs. 
Older tadpoles were observed to suspend themselves in the water by 
rapicl vibrations of their long tail tips, an action reseillbli~lg that of tad- 
poles of Xeno;bus. Sonle of the tadpoles were reared through nletamorph- 
osis. The  green adult coloration did not appear until resorbtion of the 
tail hat1 beg-tun. At about tlle time the tail disappeared the ~vllitc lateral 
stripe w;~s noticeable, but the vertical stripes and purple color on the 
lower sides did not appear for several weeks. The  vertical pupil of the eye 
was noticed when the froglet crawled out of water, but the red color did 
not become appnrent for two weeks. Then it took several days Col the eye 
to betonle completely red as the coloration spread inwaid ovel the iris 
fiom the peril~hery where it fiist became evident. In  contlast to Hyla 
1l7nnorhion (see above), the eyer ol the tatlpole, of 1'. l t e l r n n ~  (lit1 not t11111 
red upon p~ eservation. 
I)ESCI<II~TION OF TAI)POI.I'.-UR'IMZ 118666 (2 sl)ecin~ens), Figures 28 
ancl 29. R/Iaxirrlulll size before metamorphosis, 48 nlm.; botly slightly coln- 
pressed; width equal to greatest depth which is one-half of botly length; 
tail slightly less than twice body length; nlaxinluln height nearly one-thircl 
of length, ternlinates in long filamentous tip; dorsal tail fin not extending 
onto body. Eyes lateral; interorbital distance two-thirds of body width; . . 
nostrils much closer to snout than to eyes. Spiracle ventral with opening 
just to left of the midline at  a point five-eights of the distance from snout 
to vent. Anal tube dextral. Entire body heavily pigmented with gray-brown 
reticulations; posterior belly lighter; pigment blotches present on tail nius- 
c~~ la tu re  and fins; a younger larva (20 mm.) with no  pattern, quite pale in 
color, with a few scattered inelano~>hores. Mouth small, nearly terminal, 
less than one-half width of body; lips narrow; mouth surrounded by tlouble 
row of papillae, except for wide anterior interruption. Tooth rows 2/3; 
anterior rows about equal in length, inner one broken at  mitlline; posterior 
rows of nearly the same length, the outermost slightly shorter; beaks well 
developed and serrated. 
According to 1,utz ant1 Lutz (1939) Pltyllotned~~sn hy$orhoszdl-inlis 
(Daudin), P. rohdei Mertens, and P. fimbl-into (Miranda-Ribeiro) of Brazil 
have tadpoles which agree with those of P. Itelenne in having a spiracle 
near the iuidline of the venter, and mouthparts with 2/3 tooth rows and 
an interrupted papillary border. Among Middle American species the same 
co~nbination has been reported by Gaige (1936) in P. cnllidl-ycls (Cope), by 
Stuart (1948) in P. mol-eletii (A. Dumtril), and by Taylor (1912) in P. 
F~c;s. 28 anti 29. 1,atcral \.ic\ry ; ~ n d  nlouttlparts of the tadpole of Pl~yllo~~c.d~r.or I ~ e l r r ~ n ~ .  
tlnr?zicolor Cope. In the Brazilian P. guitntn A. Lutz, the mouthpart(; are 
~nodified, but the position of the spiracle is the same as in other known 
tadpoles of Pllyllomedltsn. All four of these Brazilian species have been 
observeti by Lutz and Lutz (op .  cit.) to float in the water vibrating the 
tip of the tail in the manner described above for P. 1telc.nnc. Ah1 (1927) 
brief1y described the tadpole of Phyllomed~isn I>lcrmc.isteri. He mentioned 
the pointed tail tip and 2/3 tooth rows, but described a complete papillary 
l~ortier around the mouth. 
The general shape and pigmentation of the tadpoles of P)phllom c.d?csn 
helctlne are very similar to those of the P. cnllid?yns from Panam;, illus- 
trated by Breder (1946). His illustration, however, shows a complete row 
of papillae arountl the mouth and what appears to be a lateral spiracle, 
although it is not labeled. An examination of Rreder's specimens (AnlNH 
51769) revealed a ventral spiracle as in other species of Phyllonzedzisn. The 
sinistral mark on his illustration is apparently an elbow of the hidden front 
leg. 'I'hc mouthpal ts of his tadpole were in rather poor contlition, but none 
of the speciinens appeared to have a conlplete row of papillae. Rreder's 
tadpoles agree rather favorably with the specimens of P. helrnne from 
Costa Rica. 
A n o t h ~ c n  coj onntn (Stejnegel) 
A series ol tadpoles was collected on July 24 in a tiny tributaly, 2.7 
miles froin the blidge over the Rio Reventa7611, along the road fro111 
Turrialba to Peralta, Cartago Province, Costa Rica. Soine weie preserved 
ancl the remainder allowed to translorm. A froglet just losing its tail is 
extremely suggestive of Anotheca coronata. I t  has a taisal fold and a small 
amount of webbing on the hands and feet, which two characters in com- 
bination serve to distinguish this species from other Costa Rican hylids. 
It lacks the characteristic head spines of adults of Anotheca, but these 
spines are kno~rn  to be absent in young frogs of this species. This identifica 
tion is further substantiated by black bars which are discernible on the 
hind legs of the large tadpoles and the froglet. These black markings were 
very noticeable on a larger frog of this series which, unfortunately, escaped. 
Taylor (1954) desciibed a bizarre egg-eating tadpole from Moravia, 
Costa Rica, as that ol A .  coronata. His specimens, none of which had hind 
legs, bore no resemblance to the tadpoles described below. His were taken 
floin biomeliads, in one of which an adult Anotheca was also found. 
Taylor assigned them to Anotheca coronatn because of a similar~ty in coloi 
of the tadpoles and adult, and because of the association of the tadpoles 
with an adult of this species. Dunn (1937) described the broineliatl tadpole 
of Hyla zetekz Gaige and discussed its peculiar egg-eating habits. A coln- 
parison of Taylor's specitnens (UKMNH 3503.1) with D~unn's (ANSP 
23822; see above) ievealed certain similarities, but they obviously do 
not belong to the same species. T h e  series of stages in Dunn's material is 
sufficiently coinplete to demonstrate the correctness of his identification 
beyond any lensonable doubt. T h e  identity of Tayloi's tadpoles, then, is 
still ;L question. 
I)FSCRII>TION OF TADPOLI.-U~/~MZ 118664 (15 specimens), Flgtnes 30 
; ~ n d  31. Maximum length befoie metamorphosis, 33.3 min.; botly robust, 
clepth abont as great as width which is three-filths of length; tail one and 
two-thirds o l  body length; height one-third of length; musculature reaches 
to acuminate tip. Dorsal tail fin high, extending onto body. Eyes latelally 
directed; interorbital width about one-half of body width; nostiils midway 
between eyes and snout. Spiracle forms long tube, opening sinistrally about 
three-fifths of way back on body. Anal tube short, dextral. Coloi on body 
consisting of scattered blntk pigment; very little piLgment on belly, viscera 
I:~c;s. 30 and 31. I,atcl.al view and mouthparts of the tadpole of A?totlreca corottatn. 
clearly visible; tail inusculatore and fins with scattered gray blotches. 
Mouth  ent ti-al, nearly ternlinal; width about one-fourth that of body; 
lips rather wide, in terrul~ ted anteriorly, bordered ~ r i  th several rows of 
papillae; pigment spots scattered among papillae. Tooth rolvs ?/3; inner 
anterior row divided inedially by arch of beak; posterior rows complete, 
c1ecre;tsing slightly in length frotn inner to outer; denticles decreasing in 
length it1 posterior rows from inner row to outer; beaks well developed 
ant1 serrated. 
KL\NIDrIE 
ICn?zn wnrsclzewitschii (Schmidt) 
11 1;~l .g~ series o f  t;idpoles, representing all stages through nietamor- 
l~llosis, was collected on July 2.1, 2.6 miles Erorn the bridge over the Kio 
Keventazbn, near the road 11-0111 Turrialba to Peralta, Cartago l'~*ovince, 
Cost;i Kica. They \\.ere taken froln a slni~ll ~cooded strciinl anrl a l'e~v 
ti-il~utary trickles. S o  atlults were collected a t  this locality. 
DFSCKII'.I.IOS OF ~ ' A I ) P o I . I ; . - ~ ; \ ~  AfZ 1 18665 ( 1  5 sl~ecilllells), Figures 32 
and 33. ,\l:~xitnuil~ sile l~clore t~let;unlorpl~osis, 115 nltli.; body robust, witlth 
slightly greater than height ant1 solnewhat inure than one-inall ol' length; 
tail length ;i little tilore th;in one ;111tl one-half tinles the bod). length; 
heigllt rather uniform, about one-third or length; niusrulature ex tentls 
;ilnlo\t to slightly poin tctl tip; tlorsal tail fin low, not extending on to hotly. 
FIGS. 52 ;11ld 33. Lateral ricw alid mouthparts of t11e tadpolc of Itc111u z~'c~tsclte- 
zi*itsc11 ii. 
Eyes donro-lateral; minimum in terorbitnl tvid th about one-hall of body 
width; nostrils nearer to eyes than to snout. Spiracle sinistral 14.i th opening 
approximately one-half way hack on body. Anal tube dextral. Body color 
rather unifornlly dark, slightly lighter ventrally; roundish spots of hrorvn- 
ish pigment on tail ~nosculnture and finn 31or1th ventrzil, sligRtly less than 
one-11;~ll body width; lips wide with pa1)illatc edge, surrounding niouth 
except for wide anterior interruption; not infolded laterally; lateral patches 
ol papillae present. Tooth rows G/4; outernlost anterior row complete, the 
next with s ~ ~ ~ a l l  lnedian gap, the remaining four occurri~ig lateral to beak 
and becoming gradually shorter posteriorly; posterior four rows about 
cc~[~;ll in lerigtll, irlr~er one interrupted nledially; beaks ~ i e l l  develol~etl, 
~ l i c  upper serrated. 
'I'he cadpoles ol Hanc~ ruc~ncheruitscl~ii are very similar to those of 
lZa~~cr, ~t~ncroglos.ra Hrocclli (Stuart, 1948 and 1951). Both have high 11un1- 
hers ol tooth rows (G/4 or 5/4) and streamlined tails with silnilar melano- 
phore l~atterns, and both arc without lateral lip indentations. The  Iiigh 
degree ol similarity between the tadpoles of these two species suggests that 
they niay be related. Volpe and Harvey (1958) corriparecl the tadpoles ol 
R. ?/~~croglossn  a d R. pallrripes Spix, and believed the two species to be 
closely related. 
Taylor (1952) has suggested that the affinities of R. zuarschewitschii ]nay 
lie with Asian fornis of the subgenus Hyla~ann .  Tadpoles have been 
describecl lor about 13 s1)ecies of Hylarann (Flower, 1896; Kirtisinghe, 
1957; Schijlsma, 1932; Van Kampen, 1923). The  tooth row iiuiilbers vary 
lrolrr 1 /2 to 8/10 and 11/5, with ten sl~ecies having llulnbers greater than 
2/3. Several ol these tadpoles are ~llountaili strcam forlns with very large 
~ ~ i o u t h  discs and increased ~lu~llbers of toot11 rows. Howevel-, one species, 
llc~,?la lz~ct~ttosa (Peters), is a pond-clwelling form with a mouth that sug- 
gests that ol 13. wn7srhezuitschii in that it has 6/1 tooth rows, but i t  differs 
in liavirig itidentecl lips and in the shape arid coloration of the tail. 
I11 view of the variety of tadpoles in this subgenus, it would be difficult to 
subst;~ntiate a relationship to ~ o a ~ s c h e ~ ~ ~ i l s c h i i  by this one similarity in 
tlie tooth rows of tatlpoles. 
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